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’ Good afternoon, Hatonn present to
share some most important information for your attention, What I
am going to share with you is information which we are only distributing in an effort to reach more
citizens.
As you study this information, it
should be enough to ruin the rest
of your day.
However, as you
move into the digesting of the information--for it is TRUTH--and
ponder about what you can do
about it; consider it the “bad news”
from old brother Hatonn for I DO
have “good news” for you who
would change your plight.
Colonel James “Bo” Gritz has
given all his adult life unto this
nation called the United States of
America. He has served you with
honor--even when the Elite have
efforted to put him in prison for
false charges to quiet him and actually have efforted to outright kill
him because he defends you and
your Constitution according to his
allegiance as sworn unto your flag
which represents your nation UNDER GOD. He has sworn to defend, to his death if that be required, America from the enemy
without and the ENEMY WITHIN.
Today it is the enemy within which
has eaten at your very core unto
destruction of this wondrous and
blessed nation. He is now offering
to GIVE THIS NATION THE
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REMAINDER OF HIS LIFE IN
HOWEVER
RESERVICE,
QUIRED, UNDER GOD AND IN
SERVICE WITH TOTAL INTENT TO RESTORE THE CONSTITUTION UNTO THE PEOPLE. HE IS ACCEPTING THE
CHALICE WITH ONLY ONE
UNCOMPROMISING DEMAND-THAT HE SERVE WITH GOD.
IF YOU ASK HIM TO SERVE
AND PRESENT HIMSELF AS
YOUR SHIELD FOR THE OFFICE OF PRESIDENT, HE WILL
DO SO.
This is only public in a few places
and I have promised to speak of it
to these readers for I am in a position to KNOW. It matters not that
which I know, however, it does
matter as to that which you will
do. This is literally asking a man
to be willing to lay down his life
for you and your nation. Do you
understand the magnitude of this
statement? If these daring few attempt such a drastic move against
the Elite--it will be some kind of
Armageddon in high placements
and they will have given ALL. If
they are caused to fail by lack of
your support--you will have failed
again as when God sent you “the
way” and you slew Him. Am I
saying Col. Gritz is a “Christ”?
No, he is chosen of God. Moreover, our Father will not require it
of him. For first, our Father requires YOU to make your voices
heard--no man can do it for you-but together he can do it WITH
you! Does this mean I am bigoted
1
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against the lawbreakers and atheists?
INDEED I AM!
MY
WHOLE MISSION IS TO UNCOVER THEIR LIES AND RECLAIM
KINGDOM.
GOD’S
THIS IS MY ONLY MISSION-TO BRING TRUTH, ASSIST IN
ANY WAY WHICH I AM GIVEN
PASSAGE,
AND
RECLAIM
GOD’S PROPERTY.
Gritz’s book is now available.
(Information
available
through
America West Publishers.)
On your knees and within your
hearts you cry out, brothers, unto
God--“What can we do?”
He
speaks and you hear not. It is time
to harken, see and act. This election in 1992, if indeed it comes to
be--will be the last election as
such, in your nation, if y6u fail to
stop the treason in your government. You ask what to, do and
God provides an alternative path
for you and a leader to show the
way in fearless confrontation with
that which has brought down this
nation of greatness.
I am, further, going to prevail
upon my own brothers, the native
descendants of the ancient tribes,
to join the white brother to restore
this nation a,nd THIS TIME--IN
THE
EQUALITY
UNDER
GREAT SPIRIT WITH LIBERTY
AND JUSTICE FOR

You of the tribes called the Native
Americans must now take your
#l

strength from that Great Spirit who
gifted you with being of-the first
and of the last in His Great Creations. It is time to rise up, join
hands with ALL OF YOUR RELATIONS and dance this dream
awake--lest the nations all fall and
the people with them. The Great
Cycle is upon you, and your Fathers and Grandfathers have told
you of this day when you would
rise up and your chant will be
heard through all the canyons and
mountains, through the air and
within the waters--that you rise
again with the bird tribes and soar
with the Thunder People. It is in
THIS time come upon the world
where YOUR VOICE CAN AND
MUST BE HEARD! YOU AND
THE BLACK BROTHERS, THE
GOLDENBROTHERSANDTHE
BRONZE
BROTHERS
WILL
JOIN YOU AND YOU CAN
SWEEP ACROSS THIS NATION
AND RECLAIM YOUR HERITAGE.
BUT IT WILL REQUIRE ALL OF YOU!
I petition ones to come unto Little
Crow of the Sioux--that your elders will hold council and each
will go and hold council and nothing will there be that can stop the
swell of Freedom across the nation. The white man made errors
by deceit and lies--but he has now
pulled his own kind down into
slavery through those same lies--it
is time to listen to your brother in
the whisper of the winds--not the
lips of even your own kind who
have joined with the Elite conThis support and
spirators.
movement across this land must
come from the very earth--at the
very root--of human in dignity,
integrity, honor and unity. Open
your eyes to truth and close them
to “color’‘--The Great Spirit is only
LIGHT--HE KNOWS NO COLOR
AND YOU ARE HIS IMAGE.
We, the HOSTS, who come on the
silver clouds with the Thunderbirds
are but your relations, come to
give you aid through Woksape
(wisdom). You have long expected

us--do not turn from us now. Let
us hold council and serve in Woksape (wisdom), Woohitika (brav(fortitude),
ery), Wowacintanka
and Wacantognaka (Generosity).
But more than all these things--let
us serve in LOVE and HONOR.
Let us make our promise through
action that our sons no longer fall
in
addictions,
poverty
and
hopelessness--for we of the twolegged who walk the touchable
lands--have forgotten.
It is now
the time of remembering lest the
sleep be too long to remember. It
is time to come into remembering
the four virtues
within
the
medicine wheel and sit again
within the Sacred Hoop. There is
nothing greater; nothing lesser--except that which you create it to be.
AHO.
I am going to now give you some
sobering facts. I am in appreciation for the anonymous friend who
sent this information and I honor
Bernadine Smith who compiled
most of it. ‘This person works
endlessly in pursuit of your freedom. More participation can be
given
through
the SECOND
AMENDMENT
COMMITTEE,
P.O. Box 1776, Hanford, Calif. (I
am deliberately NOT giving you a
zip code--for a zip code is for the
citizens who serve the non-constitutional federal government
of
Washington DC. It is just another
way to mark you with the beast
imprint. I shall share that information with you also--but hold on,
for the Law Center is up and
moving and much will be forthcoming if you will but support
these daring people.)
AMERICA.

WHITHER GOEST
THOU?

I ask that the Publisher get the diagrams and especially the maps into
this material for they are indeed
important. Even though they are
not good pictures, they will suffice. We are not interested in literature; we are in desperate need
of information! . 1
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Statement on Signing the Arms
Control and Disarmament Amendments Act of 1989
December 11, 1989
1495,
1989. ”
1991
1495

[H: Which,
of course, is EVERYTHING.]
11, 1989.
Note: H.R. 1495, approved December 11, was assigried Public
Law No. 101-216
(Source: Presidential Documents)
This is DICTATORSHIP--AMERICAN STYLE. There is a threestage disarmament plan which we
have already written about but I
fear you ones won’t recall for you
are having to face a lot of new inThe point ,.is to have
formation.
three stages in which first you have
the US and USSR with internal security forces, and the UN has practically none. By stage III you will
have none and the UN will have
ALL. HOWEVER, remember, the
forces (by UN CHARTER) will be
headed by the Soviets. You have
already had the Soviet “visitors”
participating
with your police
#l

forces, etc.--right now, today! In
America!! The American people
are being “entertained” by television misinformation
while the
states are involved with the federal
government
in
building
an
“INTERNAL
SECURITY
FORCE”. At the end of Stage II
an
AMERICA--YOU
MUST REPEAL P.L. 87-297
(identified later, Ed.).
At the end of the second stage, the
world army will be fully operating.
The United States will not only be
policed by foreign troops, the force
assigned to “keep internal order”
will have been developed and
functioning.
What military bases
are left will be used by the world
army.
The green belts around
cities could also be used to station
the world “PEACEKEEPERS “.
The Communist-dominated United
Nations will then have the ONLY
ARMY IN THE WORLD. BUT
THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
DOES NOT HAVE PERMISSION
OF THE PEOPLE IN THE
STATES TO GIVE AWAY YOUR
ARMY!
IN A CONSTITUTIONAL COMPACT, ALL PARTIES MUST BE IN AGREEMENT. Don’t expect the Federal
Government to help you out--you
must chew your state legislators
out for not objecting to what is
going on. The newspapers also are
to blame for not notifying the people. WHAT PRESIDENT BUSH
IS DOING WITH THE SUPPORT
OF THE CONGRESS AND THE
STATE HOUSES IS AGAINST
THE LAW!!!
ANOTHER DANDY LETTER
FROM BUSH
Letter to the Speaker of the House
and the Chairman of the Senate
Foreign
Relations
Committee
Transmitting a Report on Compliance With Arms Control Agreements:
27, 1990

1972.
52

[H:

Still

breathing?]
a

1974
Note: Identical letters were
sent to Thomas S. Foley, Speaker
of the House of Representatives,
and Claiborne Pell, chairman of
the Senate Foreign
Relations
Committee.

a

This next is gravely serious,
friends, so digest it well. Do you
remember when we did many writings regarding division of the
United States into 10 Districts?
These would be called the New
States and operate by the NEWSTATES CONSTITUTION!

7277.
1968

HOW COULD THE
RUN THE
IN A MILITARY GOVERNMENT?
‘,

.
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Below is a very brief history of
how the DUAL SYSTEM of government was introduced into the
United States.
Your BILL OF
RIGHTS AND YOUR 1789 CONSTITUTION HANG ON

Dual Systems of power have been
1972.
President Richard Nixon on February 14, 1972 established the second
(and illegal) system of power

United Nation’s General Assembly
and Security Council Resolutions
were then relayed to the U.S. Executive Department

a
1945. President Dwight D. Eisenhower began
the disarmament program with the
“Open Skies” project.
President
John F. Kennedy signed Public
Law
which
calls for elimination of your U.S.
Armed
Forces
(AND YOUR
GUNS) and

“PEACE” PROGRAM AND ARE
ANTI-CIVILIAN
OWNERSHIP
OF FIREARMS.

President Lyndon Johnson wanted
to sign the Executive Order for the
Master Ten Regions but worked
instead on the U.N.‘s Economic
Regions,

President Gerald Ford enhanced
the U.N. Control System, while
President James Carter (along with
Pres. Johnson) signed some of the
Human Rights TREATIES which
REPLACE
YOUR
United World Federalist, President Ronald Reagan, promoted the Dual System by establishing DIRECT CONTROL between his OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET and
the Governors’ offices, to (socalled)

1789

President Reagan also signed the
Genocide Treaty which put
U.S. armed forces were to wait
until 1988 to be permanently transferred to the communist control of
the Security Council of the United
Nations, which would be done by
TREATY ACTION.

1983,

Pres.

Reagan

also

97-19.
[H: You must
understand
that
NOTHING
OVERRIDES
A
“TREATY” .]
Since Reagan didn’t get finished
with the signing away of your U.S.
Army to the U.N.

KNOW THAT ALL
THE ELITE IN THE GOVERNMENT .ARE IN FAVOR OF THE
4
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“PEACEFUL” MILITARY
BASES
#l

Next we will look at excerpts from
State Dept. Document No. 7277:
The dismantling or the conversion

ask that a copy of
the cover of this document be included herein, I just hope I still
have some “alive” readers!]
This is called: THE UNITED
STATES PROGRAM FOR GENERAL AND COMPLETE DISARMAMENT IN A PEACEFUL
WORLD. This publications is an
abridgement of the “BLUEPRINT
FOR THE PEACE RACE” which
is even more explicit--if your
nerves can stand it. After carefully
studying this portion be sure and
do not miss the maps attached so
you can see where most of your
dearly beloved ones are intended
for retirement!
DISARMAMENT

STAGES

Pg.5: The program provides for
progressive disarmament steps
to take place in three stages
and for the

Inspection and verification
must establish both that nations
carry out scheduled limitations
or reductions and that

.
As states relinquish their
arms, the United Nations must
be
in order to improve its capacity
to assure international security
and the peaceful settlement of
disputes;. . .
Pg.5: Disarmament must proceed
until it
is completed, in stages containing balanced, phased, and
safeguarded measures;. . .
Pg.5:
Each measure and stage
should be carried out in an
agreed period of time, with
transition from one stage to the
next to take place as soon as all

measures in the preceding stage
have been carried out and
and as soon as necessary
arrangements for
of the next stage have been
made;. . . [This,
of
course,
means ability to search and
seize without warning or warrant.]
and the
prohibition
of
their
reestablishedment in any form
whatsoever other than those
required to preserve internal
order and for contributions to a
Pg. 10: The peace-keeping capabilities of the United Nations
would be sufficiently strong
and the obligations of all states
under such arrangements sufficiently far-reaching as to assure peace and the just settlement of differences in a &world.
Pg.10: The manufacture of armaments would be
cept for those of agreed types
and quantities
and

Pg.7: Measures would be taken to
develop and strengthen United
Nations arrangements for arbitration,

a
Pg.9: States would retain ONLY
those forces, non-nuclear armaments , and establishments
required for the purpose of
maintaining
internal
order;
they would also support and
provide agreed

These items are taken from the
State Department booklet No.
7277.
Ah, you ask (and you shouldn’t),
5
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“What are these ones doing about
Well I should not
guns, etc.?”
even respond to such a question for
what these ones do has nothing to
do with what YOU do regarding
such things. Laws from state to
state vary and I have given you a
lot on guns and gun control, laws
and “rules”. I can only present
them to you and allow you to go
and research and GET BEHIND
YOUR LAW CENTER!!!!
With my scribe, however, we take
NO CHANCES OF ANY KIND-FOR
GOODNESS
SAKES
THERE IS ONE SUIT GOING
ON RIGHT TODAY WHEREIN
THE OPPOSITION IS DEMANDING A SEARCH WITH PICTURES OF THE INTERIOR OF
THEIR DWELLING--“TO SEE IF
THEY HAVE ‘WASTED’ IT
THROUGH
DESTRUCTION. ”
THE OUTSIDE HAS ALREADY
BEEN INVESTIGATED
AND
PHOTOGRAPHED
BY
THE
THUGS.
No, I ask that no remotely considered WEAPON be
kept on or about the premises-there is one BB gun, one .22 caliber that won’t even expel its
empty casing and one old (from
boyhood) shotgun, with very slow
single fire capability. These ones
have very little alcoholic beverages
on the premises and don’t use it at
all nor do they serve it. No one is
allowed to stay who would bear or
use drugs of any kind. . This is,
however, why the place must never
reflect ownership by the couple because the frame-up would be blatant and instant.
I would, however, guess that all of
you can be quite clever in your
discernment. For instance in New
Jersey--ONLY ONE gun has been
registered--there is now a plan
afoot to come down and search and
seize through surprise--the whole
of the state--as example.
ACT
FRIENDS, FOR THE LAWS ARE
MOVING
THE
THROUGH
STATES LIKE THE PROVERBIAL PLAGUE.
You who are
public figures and attract attention#l

~

-use your heads most carefully--we
would never jeopardize these ones
by considering such a thing as
holding weapons in possession--not
even registered ones for that is
simply a measure for identification-they then KNOW where to go to
get them and YOU WILL PRODUCE THAT WEAPON! If you
are building a shelter and supplying it with anticipated needs of this
type--hunting rifles, etc., do not
keep them in that shelter--for it is
being set up wherein the entire
property is confiscated just as with
drugs. It is time you very carefully think and not do stupid things
and if you are in foolish circumstances--act and take attention--the
hammer is coming down rapidly
now and tonight or tomorrow
MAY BE TOO LATE! I TRUST
A WORD OF WARNING IS
SUFFICIENT!
IN FACT, I BELIEVE THIS IS THE THIRD OR
AND
POINTED
FOURTH
BLUNT WARNING--WE
ACT
WITHIN THE LAW AND SET
EXAMPLE--THE
CREDIBLE
FROSTING
ON THE CAKE
WILL BE FIRST SUSPECT! SO,
ANY OF YOU WITH “STICKY
FINGERS” BETTER ATTEND
THE CLEANSING.

us

B

Read

across

Dharma, take rest, chela--it has
been a long time without rest.
Walk in peace, precious ones, help
is on the way.t Do you hear the
Perhaps the infantry is
bugle?
Well, perhaps the Air
coming?
Force--but you better keep breathing until they get there! Skeletons
in the closets may be fine--other
things are not! So be it. Salu.
Let me know if we need more for
an
or if Germain can get
on with his important work.
Hatonn to clear.
Thank you.
********
For credit card orders (VISA OR
MASTERCARD) or book catalog
and sample newsletter call l-800For personal inquiries
or other purposes, please call
l/805-822-9655.
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31N33'
35N32

1. Elmendorf AFB AK
2. Eilson AFB AK
3. Tulelaks CA
4. Oakdale CA
5. Vandenburg AFB CA
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